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When you think about it,
a lot of life’s little moments
happen in the kitchen.
Families come together, we cook and
unwind with friends and take time to catch up.
It’s the everyday space where meals are shared
and memories made. Create a kitchen that
becomes the centre of your home with the
Laura Ashley Kitchen Collection.
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OU R STORY

From humble beginnings to one
of the world’s best-loved fashion
and home furnishing brands.

Our Traditional Values
Laura Ashley is renowned for
its classic British design and
craftsmanship. From fashion to
interiors, Laura Ashley has always
captured the mood of the moment.

The Laura Ashley story began at a kitchen
table. Today, our name is found on stores and
products worldwide. For more than 65 years,
we’ve stayed true to our roots, putting great design
at the heart of your life and your home.

“The way you live
affects what you do”
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KITCHENS CRAFTED

Tailor-made design

Beautifully curated design

Each Laura Ashley Kitchen is expertly crafted
by Symphony in their factory in Yorkshire. Their
highly skilled team carefully constructs each
cabinet from the best materials, adding the
design details and technology to finish every
kitchen to the highest specifications.

The range is curated by a team of
designers, who have chosen the subtle
colours, stylish features and classic
finishes to create a truly unique collection.

We create kitchens
for the way you live
Laura Ashley design is unique,
and we’ve brought that design
heritage to this distinctive kitchen
collection, created for the way
you cook, eat and entertain today.

It’s our passion.

Follow our story
@lauraashleyfittedfurniture
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Discover the unique features of the Helmsley on page 42-45, then make
it your own with your choice of handles, paint colour and worktop.
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D E S I G N YO U R D R E A M K I TC H E N

From your first consultation to fitting
your brand new kitchen, we’re here to
guide you every step of the way.
N AT I O N W I D E
SHOWROOMS

Begin your journey
Visit a Laura Ashley retailer to start planning your
design and they’ll help you create your ideal kitchen.

ONLINE

C A L L 01226 446000
lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk

Find a retailer
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The design

The essentials

The details

Think about how you want
your kitchen to look –
traditional or modern, city or
country. Consider the space
you have and the features
you need to work around.

Consider how you use
your kitchen and essential
elements for your lifestyle.
Do you need storage for
gadgets, an island unit,
or a utility area?

From taps to tiles,
splashbacks to sinks,
handles to hinges; the
finishing touches are what
elevates an empty space
into your dream kitchen.

Visit our website to find your local Laura Ashley
Kitchen Collection retailer. Our experts will guide you
through the design and planning process to bring
you a kitchen that works beautifully for you.

F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE

lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000
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Whitby
SIMPLE SHAKER STYLE

Clean lines and classic styling give a sense of
calm to our Whitby kitchen, which looks at home
in urban or country, modern or period properties.
Oak worktops complement painted cabinets,
shown here in Atlantic Green. The finishing touch:
polished nickel cup and knob handles.

F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE
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lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000

Paint colour shown: Atlantic Green
Handles shown: Calgary Polished Nickel Large Cup and Knob Handle
HPK829/HPK833
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Whitby’s unique
design features
Select the features that will bring
your kitchen to life. Open shelving
provides storage and display, a
mantel shelf creates a feature
above a range or hob and a
variety of oven housings offer
flexibility, including pan drawers
with clever hidden organisation.

Available in 20 painted colours
Choose from a stunning palette of painted
colours, from subtle greys and whites to beautiful
earthy tones. You can even combine cabinets in
different shades for a bespoke look. The Whitby
kitchen is shown here in Atlantic Green.

Organise with ease
The perfect place to store and
organise cooking essentials,
nestled beautifully under the
warm oak worktop.
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Everything has its place
Simple storage allows for
clutter-free baking.
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Rosedale
ELEGANT PERFECTION

Charming, pretty and beautifully versatile,
Rosedale’s unique design includes elegant
and space saving bi-fold dressers. Our glazed
cabinets are also available with Laura Ashley’s
popular Mr Jones patterned interior.

F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE
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lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000
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A place for everything
Combining beauty with functionality, Rosedale
offers a range of innovative, space saving solutions.

Paint colour shown: Chalk White
Handle shown: Tordino Stainless Steel Knob
HPK884
18
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F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE

lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000
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Harbury
SIMPLE PERFECTION

The simplicity and attention to detail of
Harbury’s refined design allows the quality
to shine through. Beautifully crafted, in-frame
cabinets, plus feature units that will create a
focal point in your kitchen. All painted in a
choice of 20 subtly stylish colours.

F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE
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lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000

Paint colour shown: Clay
Handle shown: Trafalgar Bronze Cup and Knob Handles
HPK880 / HPK881
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Modern meets
traditional
There’s a place for
everything when you blend
classic designs, like this
plate rack cabinet, with
new favourites, such as a
dresser with bifold doors.

Harbury’s unique
design features
Ingredients to hand, utensils neat
and tidy, a place for everything
and everything in its place.
Harbury’s unique features include
spice racks, door racks and
cutlery drawers, all designed in
oak and the drawers branded
with the Laura Ashley name.
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More than just a kitchen
Bring the Harbury look to a hallway, utility room or
boot room, with a useful seating area and cabinets
that help to organise your home. Hanging space,
peg rails and shoe cupboards hide away clutter
and provide storage for everyday life.

Available in 20 painted colours
Choose from a stunning palette of painted colours, from subtle greys and
whites to beautiful earthy tones. You can even combine cabinets in different
shades for a bespoke look. The Harbury boot room is shown here in Clay.

F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE
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lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000
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Helmsley
C R E AT E A M O D E R N M A S T E R P I E C E

The Helmsley kitchen bears strong
foundations, whilst softly rounded edges
and shaker style details add a touch of
elegance. Available in our range of colours,
it can pair perfectly with country cottages
or enhance contemporary homes. Simple
beauty for a classic yet modern look.

F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE
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lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000

Paint colour shown: French Grey and Chalk White
Handles Shown: Tordino Stainless Steel Knob
HPK884
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Harwood
B RI N G COU NTRY ST YLE TO LI FE

This elegant country kitchen is a finely
crafted in-frame timber design, available
in twenty matt painted colours, including
striking Anthracite and Platinum. Choose
from specially selected features, such
as open shelves, island units and mixed
worktops, to make your design unique.

F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE
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lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000

Paint colours shown: Anthracite and Platinum
Handles Shown: Mulberry Chrome Cup and Knob Handles
HPK675/HPK676/HPK677
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Discover the old school
charm of a boot room
Keep your home clutter free without
compromising on family life, with handy
pegs, cupboards and shoe storage.

Signature style
From cookware to cutlery, our
Laura Ashley branded oak
drawers enable you to organise
your storage with ease.

It’s all in the detail
Like all Laura Ashley Kitchens, Harwood doesn’t just look good,
it functions beautifully too. From drawers to cupboards, each
element has been designed with your needs in mind.

F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE
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lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000
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Bedale
A C L A S S I C L O O K , B E A U T I F U L LY U P D A T E D

Bedale’s painted panel doors are
inspired by the kitchens and pantries
of period townhouses. Combined with
cool tones and delicate handles, the
design is elegant and timeless.

F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE
40

lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000

Paint colours shown: Stone
Handle shown: Mulberry Chrome Knob
HPK677
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Beautifully practical
Innovative details let you tailor your kitchen to your
own everyday needs. Secret storage and built in dinner
trays add the perfect bespoke touch.

F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE
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lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000

Paint colours shown: Stone
Handle shown: Mulberry Chrome Knob
HPK677
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THE

finishing
TOUCHES

You’ve chosen your kitchen,
now it’s time to think about the
finishing touches – the details
that make it truly yours.
Our carefully curated colours, handles and
splashbacks complement the Laura Ashley Kitchen
Collection. Gloss or matt paint and classic or
contemporary pull and knob handles. Simply select
the elements to complete your unique look.

F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE
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lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000
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The finer
details

“No two houses in the
world are the same, because
everyone likes to put things
together in their own way”

EXCLUSIVE OPTIONS
The Laura Ashley Kitchen Collection features an array of stunning and exclusive
units to bring your kitchen design to life. Choose from a number of storage options
such as Butler’s pantries, as well as unique design features such as bifold dressers.

Cutlery Tray
Choose a beautiful oak cutlery tray to
complement the timber drawers and
organise your utensils into one place.

Spice Drawer
Organise your cooking space with timber drawers
that feature labelled handles, meaning all your
ingredients are easy to find.
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Magazine Rack

Butcher’s Block

Do you love cooking? Display
your best cook books in
this stunning magazine rack
and ensure they are easy to
access when cooking up a
storm in the kitchen.

Make the most of the
space and add an island
unit complete with an oak
butcher’s block to really
finish off your unique
kitchen design.

Baking Tray Drawer

Bifold Dresser

Butler’s Pantry

Store all your treasured possessions behind
our beautiful bifold dressers. Simply slide
the doors out of the way to reveal easy
access to your kitchen contents.

The satisfying sight of a beautifully
organised pantry! Store your kitchen
essentials neatly out of sight to keep
your workspace clear for cooking.

Need somewhere to store all your baking
accessories - look no further than this
handy baking tray drawer where they
can all be stored out of sight.
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The full handle and hinge suite

Our choice of handles and hinges includes both modern and classic designs.
Choose a single style or a combination of handles to create a bespoke look for your kitchen.

M AT E R I A L S

Chrome & Pewter
Choose polished chrome or
pewter’s aged effect; both
suit a traditional look.

Mulberry Polished Nickel Cup
and Knob Handles
Small cup HPK799
Large cup HPK676
Knob HPK677

Handmade Polished Nickel
Knob and Square Backplate
HPK722

Tordino Stainless Steel Knob
HPK884

Banister Inox Knob
HPK710

Stainless Steel
Available in matt or shine
finishes to complement a
contemporary-style kitchen.

Brushed Brass Knob
and Cup Handles
Knob HPK856
Cup HPK857

Oak Fruit Bowl Knob
Small HPK725
Large HPK602

Walnut Fruit Bowl Knob
Small HPK726
Large HPK601

Copper Knob Handle
HPK791 (to coordinate with the
Copper Latch Handle)

Polished Chrome
Knob Handle
HPK789 (to coordinate with
the Chrome Latch Handle)

Polished Chrome Latch
Handle Set
HPK788

Pewter Knob Handle
HPK790 (to coordinate with
the Pewter Latch Handle)

Pewter Latch Handle Set
HPK786

Copper Classic Hinge
HINGECLASSJF

Chrome Classic Hinge
HINGECLASSJF

Pewter Classic Hinge
HINGECLASSJF

Brass Classic Hinge
HINGECLASSJF

Copper Latch Handle Set
HPK787

Brushed Nickel
Elegantly shaped with a soft
matt finish, these bring a
subtle finish to cabinets.

Brass & Bronze
Add a touch of luxe with
the golden shimmer of
brass or the rich tones of
rubbed bronze.
Spice Drawer Handle
HPK755

Trafalgar Bronze Cup, Knob
and D Handles
Cup HPK880
Knob HPK881
D Handle HPK879

Hardy Copper Knob
and Cup Handles
Knob HPK740
Cup HPK741

Handmade Rectangular
Lamont Cup Handles
Small HPK700
Large HPK701

Copper
This warm-toned metal
comes in a range of
decorative knob designs.

Oak & Walnut
The natural grain and polish
of wood brings a simple
beauty that pairs perfectly
with painted cabinets.

Handmade Pewter Lamont
D Handle
HPK600

Handmade Pewter Lamont
Bar Handle
HPK818

Handmade Pewter
Lamont Knob
HPK819

F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE
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lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000
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Pair a traditional polished nickel handle with a soft Bedale cabinet for an elegant space, or add an antique
finish pewter handle to a deep-toned Whitby to create an instantly industrial look.

Ascot Brushed Satin
Brass Bar Handle
HPK836 (128mm centres)
HPK837 (160mm centres)
HPK838 (192mm centres)

Ascot Chrome Bar Handle
HPK839 (128mm centres)
HPK840 (160mm centres)
HPK841 (192mm centres)

Matt Black Handles
Knob HPK814
Cup HPK813

Chrome Handles
Knob HPK816
Cup HPK815

Calgary Black Nickel
Large Handles
Knob HPK832
Cup HPK828

Calgary Brush Satin Nickel
Large Handles
Knob HPK835
Cup HPK831

Calgary American Copper
Large Handles
Knob HPK834
Cup HPK830

Calgary Polished Nickel
Large Handles
Knob HPK833
Cup HPK829

Henley Brass Handles
Knob HPK821
Bar HPK820

Henley Rose Gold Handles
Knob HPK823
Bar HPK822

Henley Chrome Handles
Knob HPK825
Bar HPK824

Henley Black Satin Handles
Knob HPK827
Bar HPK826

F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE
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lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000

Satin Nickel Handles
Knob HPK848
Cup HPK847

Handles shown: Mulberry Chrome Cup and Knob Handles
HPK799/HPK677
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Matt Paint Colours

Stunning paint colours
Laura Ashley cabinets are painted for you – simply select the perfect shade for your kitchen from
our palette of matt finishes. You can even choose two or more colours for a coordinated look.

Chalk White

Ivory*

Platinum

French Grey*

Pearl Grey

Stone

Cashmere

Dusky Pink

Duck Egg Blue*

Sage

Atlantic Green

Bottle Green

Cooks Blue

Providence Blue

Midnight Blue

Indigo

Clay

Cobble Grey

Anthracite

Black

Helmsley in Bottle Green
F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE
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lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000

*Please note: these paint colours are not a match to the Laura Ashley paint colours of the same/similar name.
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Plain Coloured Splashbacks

Beautiful, easy-to-install glass splash backs designed to complement our
kitchen collection and co-ordinate with Laura Ashley tiles and paints.

Copper
The perfect on trend
addition to any kitchen.
With its metallic,
high gloss finish, this
splashback makes a
statement behind any
hob, range or sink. A
beautiful, understated
design that will stand
the test of time.

Brass
Warm and appealing,
brass is the new stylish
accent colour for
kitchens. Combine with
charcoal greys, moody
blues or deep greens
and coordinate with
brass handles and taps
for a flawless finish.

Eau De Nil
A timeless and elegant
shade of green,
synonymous with Laura
Ashley. This versatile
shade can be a modern
yet classic addition to
your home and coordinates perfectly with
neutral tones as well as
statement shades.

Mineral Grey
A mid-tone neutral
shade that can be
styled in both a classic
and modern kitchen.
Harmonising with both
statement shades and
cool neutrals, Mineral
Grey Splashback is a
versatile addition to
your kitchen space.

Midnight Seaspray
A shimmering deep blue
that is ideally suited
to complement dark
blue cabinets, or even
create a statement in a
fresh crisp white kitchen.
Warmer than greys,
blue continues to grow
in popularity.

Mr Jones
Inspired by the iconic Laura Ashley archive pattern , Mr Jones is a striking design that is the perfect choice to create a statement focal point in both
contemporary and traditional kitchen spaces. The shimmering metallic shading adds a stylistic refinement.

Mr Jones in Charcoal

Mr Jones in Dove Grey

Lisette
New to the range , Lisette metallic charcoal is a shimmering and softened shade of black that works well with a contemporary dark kitchen or a classic shaker
style neutral kitchen. The striking silhouette floral creates a true statement piece in this darker on trend shade.
Clear Splashback with Brass Caps

Clear Splashbacks
Laura Ashley branded clear splashbacks are the ideal product to use behind a hob or sink, protecting your iconic Laura Ashley wallpaper or favourite shade
of paint. Fixing caps are available in a choice of finishes to coordinate detailing perfectly.

Lisette in Flint

Lisette in White

Lisette in Charcoal

Wicker
The iconic Wicker statement splashback is now available in Midnight Seaspray, this impressive shimmering deep blue has universal appeal and suits both
modern and classic kitchens.

Clear Splashback with Brass Caps

Clear Splashback with Chrome Caps

F I N D A L O C A L R E TA I L E R
ONLINE
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lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
C A L L 01226 446000

Wicker in Charcoal

Wicker in Dove Grey

Wicker in Midnight Seaspray
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Customer Service

And finally

We set very high standards in design, manufacture and
service. We also invest heavily in innovation, design,
manufacture and service, so you can be confident your
Laura Ashley Kitchen is of unrivalled quality.

things to consider
It’s a space to cook in, to enjoy, to share. Bring it all together with a
Laura Ashley Kitchen created for you and the life you live.

Find the look

Add the finishing touches

Classic or contemporary, whatever your taste, there is
a Laura Ashley Kitchen to suit.

From the details you see, like handles and splashbacks,
to hidden storage such as butler’s pantries and bread
drawers, exclusive accessories bring your kitchen to life.

Plan your design
These pages are full of inspiration. Think about the
layouts and features you love and how they will work
in your space.

A kitchen made for you

Visit your Laura Ashley Kitchen retailer
All Laura Ashley Kitchens are available through a network
of specialist independent kitchen retailers. To find your
local retailer visit www.lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
or call 01226 446000.

Like to socialise, bake, or cook for family and friends?
Choose features that match your kitchen to your lifestyle.

Guarantees
All Laura Ashley Kitchens are manufactured to the highest quality
standard and come with a 10 year guarantee against defective
workmanship or materials. Please speak to your Laura Ashley
Kitchen retailer for more information. Guarantees are for domestic
use only and are non-transferable.*
You’ll be pleased to know that we take our
environmental responsibilities very seriously
such as having full FSC® chain of custody for
our Laura Ashley kitchen collection furniture.
Contact us
Symphony Group PLC
General Enquiries: 01226 446000
Pen Hill Estate, Park Spring Road,
Barnsley, South Yorkshire S72 7EZ
lauraashley@symphony-group.co.uk
www.lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk
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Laura Ashley Fitted Bedrooms / Kitchens are
manufactured under license by Symphony Group
Plc. Laura Ashley® and ©Laura Ashley Brands

*Kitchen guaranteed by Symphony
To ensure the continuous development and improvement of our products, we reserve
the right to make changes to the colour, design and descriptions or methods of
manufacture of our furniture. Such changes may be made without prior notice and
without incurring liability. In many of our products we use wood, a natural living material
which will reflect a variety of grains and textures, so variances must be allowed for.
Styles that feature timber, PVC, laminates and melamine finishes may incur a slight
colour change over the years. The term ‘solid timber’ applies to door and drawer fronts
only. Colour reproduction in this brochure is as accurate as printing techniques will
allow. Not every showroom contains all the products featured in this brochure.
Copyright and all other rights in this brochure, the photographs and other works upon
which it is based is owned by The Symphony Group PLC. No part of this brochure, said
photographs and other works may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means (including but not limited to photocopying or storing in any electronic medium)
without the prior express written permission of The Symphony Group PLC. Copyright
The Symphony Group PLC April 2022.
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www.lauraashleykitchencollection.co.uk

